Gossip

Gossip

Gossip

If accused of being a gossip:
• Replace your position card with this
card
• Increase morale by 1
• You may not participate in accusations or rumor spreading
• Add -1 to rumor spreading at the
water cooler

If accused of being a gossip:
• Replace your position card with this
card
• Increase morale by 1
• You may not participate in accusations or rumor spreading
• Add -1 to rumor spreading at the
water cooler

If accused of being a gossip:
• Replace your position card with this
card
• Increase morale by 1
• You may not participate in accusations or rumor spreading
• Add -1 to rumor spreading at the
water cooler

001

001

001

Gossip

Friendly

Friendly

If accused of being a gossip:
• Replace your position card with this
card
• Increase morale by 1
• You may not participate in accusations or rumor spreading
• Add -1 to rumor spreading at the
water cooler

If revealed through accusation: reduce
morale by 2 and discard 2 cards.

If revealed through accusation: reduce
morale by 2 and discard 2 cards.

If otherwise revealed: if you are the
active player at the water cooler, you
may reveal your rumor card if the
total gossip value is 4 or more. If so,
• Increase morale by 1
• Add +1 to rumor spreading if you
are at the water cooler

If otherwise revealed: if you are the
active player at the water cooler, you
may reveal your rumor card if the
total gossip value is 4 or more. If so,
• Increase morale by 1
• Add +1 to rumor spreading if you
are at the water cooler

001

002

002

Friendly

Friendly

Friendly

If revealed through accusation: reduce
morale by 2 and discard 2 cards.

If revealed through accusation: reduce
morale by 2 and discard 2 cards.

If revealed through accusation: reduce
morale by 2 and discard 2 cards.

If otherwise revealed: if you are the
active player at the water cooler, you
may reveal your rumor card if the
total gossip value is 4 or more. If so,
• Increase morale by 1
• Add +1 to rumor spreading if you
are at the water cooler

If otherwise revealed: if you are the
active player at the water cooler, you
may reveal your rumor card if the
total gossip value is 4 or more. If so,
• Increase morale by 1
• Add +1 to rumor spreading if you
are at the water cooler

If otherwise revealed: if you are the
active player at the water cooler, you
may reveal your rumor card if the
total gossip value is 4 or more. If so,
• Increase morale by 1
• Add +1 to rumor spreading if you
are at the water cooler

002

002

002

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

RUMOR

Prankster

Prankster

Networker

If you are at the cubicle with
exactly one other coworker,
you may take a card from that
player’s hand. If that coworker
is The Manager, you must give a
card at random to The Manager.

If you are at the cubicle with
exactly one other coworker,
you may take a card from that
player’s hand. If that coworker
is The Manager, you must give a
card at random to The Manager.

Once locations are revealed, you
may exchange a card in your
hand with a random card from
another player’s hand if both you
and that player are at the water
cooler.

003

003

004

Networker

Slacker

Slacker

Once locations are revealed, you
may exchange a card in your
hand with a random card from
another player’s hand if both you
and that player are at the water
cooler.

Draw an extra card at the cubicle
if you have no cards in your
hand.
Discard a card if you are at the
Water Cooler with the Manager,
or HR with the Prankster.

Draw an extra card at the cubicle
if you have no cards in your
hand.
Discard a card if you are at the
Water Cooler with the Manager,
or HR with the Prankster.

004

005

005

Office Flirt

Office Flirt

You may look at one card at random from another player’s hand
if you and that player are at the
water cooler.
You may not visit HR.

You may look at one card at random from another player’s hand
if you and that player are at the
water cooler.
You may not visit HR.

006

006

Manager
No abilities.

007

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

POSITION

Manager
No abilities.

007

Water Cooler

Water Cooler

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

008

008

Water Cooler

Water Cooler

Water Cooler

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

008

008

008

Water Cooler

Water Cooler

Water Cooler

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

Each player at the water cooler
may add any number of facedown gossip cards from their
hand to the gossip card pile.
Shuffle and reveal all cards
simultaneously.

008

008

008

LOCATION LOCATION

POSITION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

Cubicle

Cubicle

Cubicle

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

009

009

009

Cubicle

Cubicle

Cubicle

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

009

009

009

Cubicle

Cubicle

Boss’s Office

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

Each player at their cubicle may
draw one card.

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

009

009

010

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

Boss’s Office

Boss’s Office

Boss’s Office

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

010

010

010

Boss’s Office

Boss’s Office

Boss’s Office

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

010

010

010

Boss’s Office

HR

HR

- No accusations can be made on the
player in the boss’s office.
- You may draw a card and then
discard one from your hand.
- Only one player may be in the
boss’s office at a time. Other players
must go to their cubicles.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

010

011

011

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

HR

HR

HR

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

011

011

011

HR

HR

HR

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

Make an Accusation: All players,
except revealed gossips, may play one
gossip card face down into the accusation pile. Shuffle and reveal the cards.
If the result is positive, the accused
player reveals his or her rumor card.

011

011

Office Morale

013

011

Office Morale

Office Morale

2 4 6
014

015

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

LOCATION LOCATION LOCATION

Office Morale

015

Office Morale

Office Morale

7 5 3
014

013

Office Morale

Office Morale

016

8 0

Branding Campaign
We’ve taken brand awareness to a
new level by actually branding our
customers.

No ability.

-2

012

017

Branding Campaign

Branding Campaign

Unsolicited Salary Discussion

We’ve taken brand awareness to a
new level by actually branding our
customers.

We’ve taken brand awareness to a
new level by actually branding our
customers.

Bonuses come out next week. Spin
the competitor analysis so that we
are top 5 again.

No ability.

No ability.

-2

No ability.

-2

-1

017

017

018

Unsolicited Salary Discussion

Unsolicited Salary Discussion

Unsolicited Salary Discussion

Bonuses come out next week. Spin
the competitor analysis so that we
are top 5 again.

Bonuses come out next week. Spin
the competitor analysis so that we
are top 5 again.

Bonuses come out next week. Spin
the competitor analysis so that we
are top 5 again.

No ability.

No ability.

-1
018

No ability.

-1
018

-1
018

Office Morale

GOSSIP

012

Office Morale

1 9
016

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

Blowing Hot Air

Blowing Hot Air

Blowing Hot Air

Sorry, my dinner-time capability
framework precludes me from passing you the salt.

Sorry, my dinner-time capability
framework precludes me from passing you the salt.

Sorry, my dinner-time capability
framework precludes me from passing you the salt.

No ability.

No ability.

-1
019

No ability.

-1
019

-1
019

Blowing Hot Air

“Yes!” Man

“Yes!” Man

Sorry, my dinner-time capability
framework precludes me from passing you the salt.

Among my many skills, you will
note that I specialize in outsourcing
and yes-man’ing.

Among my many skills, you will
note that I specialize in outsourcing
and yes-man’ing.

No ability.

No ability.

-1
019

No ability.

+1
020

+1
020

“Yes!” Man

“Yes!” Man

Buzzword Bingo

Among my many skills, you will
note that I specialize in outsourcing
and yes-man’ing.

Among my many skills, you will
note that I specialize in outsourcing
and yes-man’ing.

Geoglobalization, and sea-change
innovation are among my extensive
buzzword vocabulary.

No ability.

No ability.

+1
020

No ability.

+2

+1
020

021

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

Buzzword Bingo

Buzzword Bingo

Keep A Secret

Geoglobalization, and sea-change
innovation are among my extensive
buzzword vocabulary.

Geoglobalization, and sea-change
innovation are among my extensive
buzzword vocabulary.

The goal of next year will be to
outsource Corporate’s outsourcing
arm.

No ability.

Play this card after you have
been successfully accused. You
do not need to reveal your rumor card.
Remove this card from the game
after use.

No ability.

+2
021

+2
021

-2
022

Keep A Secret

Ctrl + Z

Ctrl + Z

The goal of next year will be to
outsource Corporate’s outsourcing
arm.

After 4 levels of peer-review and
sign-off, my presentation is finally
buzzword compliant.

After 4 levels of peer-review and
sign-off, my presentation is finally
buzzword compliant.

Play this card after you have
been successfully accused. You
do not need to reveal your rumor card.
Remove this card from the game
after use.

Play this card to cancel the effect
of any card just played.

Play this card to cancel the effect
of any card just played.

-2

-1

-1

022

023

Revisionist Storytelling

Revisionist Storytelling

Undo

I’ve taken to literal interpretations
of buzzwords which explains the
Kule-Aid in my pocket.

I’ve taken to literal interpretations
of buzzwords which explains the
Kule-Aid in my pocket.

I’ve been inspired by my cat
Schrodinger to start thinking inside
the box.

Play this card after all cards have
been added to a gossip pile. Before revealing the cards, discard
all cards in the gossip pile and
draw a new card from the top of
the deck. This card becomes the
gossip pile.

Play this card after all cards have
been added to a gossip pile. Before revealing the cards, discard
all cards in the gossip pile and
draw a new card from the top of
the deck. This card becomes the
gossip pile.

Play this card to cancel the effect
of any card just played.

-1
024

023

-1
024

+1
025

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

Undo

Reply All

Reply All

I’ve been inspired by my cat
Schrodinger to start thinking inside
the box.

Employee Communications has
finally made it impossible to remove
yourself from its distribution.

Employee Communications has
finally made it impossible to remove
yourself from its distribution.

Play this card to cancel the effect
of any card just played.

Play this card after locations
have been revealed.
All players at their cubicle draw
one gossip card.

Play this card after locations
have been revealed.
All players at their cubicle draw
one gossip card.

+1
025

+2
026

+2
026

Scapegoat

Scapegoat

Del

I made sure to highlight my
multidisciplinarianism in my online
dating profile.

I made sure to highlight my
multidisciplinarianism in my online
dating profile.

We require a minimum exertion
level of 110% from Ivy Leaguers
and 120% from everybody else.

Play this card at the start of
your turn and leave it face up
in front of you. You may not
be the target of the next accusation. Discard this card after that
accusation.

Play this card at the start of
your turn and leave it face up
in front of you. You may not
be the target of the next accusation. Discard this card after that
accusation.

Play this card at the start of the
turn to discard any face up Gossip card in play.
This card may not be used to
remove cards revealed as part of
an accusation or when spreading
gossip at water cooler.

-2
027

-2

-1

027

028

Del

Office Romance Backfires

Office Romance Backfires

We require a minimum exertion
level of 110% from Ivy Leaguers
and 120% from everybody else.

According to my ROI calculation, I
believe this office romance will be
mutually beneficial.

According to my ROI calculation, I
believe this office romance will be
mutually beneficial.

Play this card at the start of the
turn to discard any face up Gossip card in play.
This card may not be used to
remove cards revealed as part of
an accusation or when spreading
gossip at water cooler.

Play this card at the start of the
turn. If there are any face-up
gossip cards in front of any player, decrease morale by 1.

Play this card at the start of the
turn. If there are any face-up
gossip cards in front of any player, decrease morale by 1.

-1

-1
028

029

-1
029

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

See Ya Later

See Ya Later

Escape-goat

My real core competency is unequivocal mediocrity.

My real core competency is unequivocal mediocrity.

Thanks to my backward compatibility, I am fully able to date younger
people.

Play this card at the start of the
turn to discard any face up Gossip card in play.
This card may not be used to
remove cards revealed as part of
an accusation or when spreading
gossip at water cooler.

Play this card at the start of the
turn to discard any face up Gossip card in play.
This card may not be used to
remove cards revealed as part of
an accusation or when spreading
gossip at water cooler.

+1
030

Play this card at the start of your
turn and leave it face up in front
of another player. That player
must be the target of the next
accusation. Discard this card
after that accusation.

+1
030

+2
031

Escape-goat

A Liar Among Us

Lies! Lies! Lies!

Thanks to my backward compatibility, I am fully able to date younger
people.

We targetted our farmer demographic by switching to a more
silo’d approach.

The cashier was confused by my insistence that the exchange of goods
be cash neutral.

Play this card at the start of your
turn and leave it face up in front
of another player. That player
must be the target of the next
accusation. Discard this card
after that accusation.

If your rumor card is not revealed and you are a gossip, you
may play this card at the start of
the turn and reveal your rumor
card to decrease morale by 2
points. The game cannot end
this turn.

If you are a revealed gossip, you
may play this card at the start of
the turn to decrease morale by 1.
The game cannot end this turn.

+2
031

-2
032

-1
033

Blackmale-able e-mail

Friendship

Happy Hour

According to my last review, I
am a world champion at bringing
cross-platform innovation to market.

My dentist went the extra mile
when she performed that gap analysis on my teeth.

We manged to functionalize our
regulatory attestation with functional lies.

Play this card after locations
have been revealed. Choose a
player other than yourself at
the cubicle. That player draws 2
gossip cards instead of 1.

If your rumor card is not revealed and you are a friendly,
you may play this card at the
start of the turn and reveal your
rumor card to increase morale
by 1. The game cannot end this
turn.

If your rumor card is revealed
and you are a friendly, you may
play this card at the start of the
turn to increase morale by 1.

-1
034

+1
035

+2
036

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

Rock Bottom

Cutting Edge Lies

Malicious Intent

Integrated engagement is the type
of half-pregnant ideation that this
leadership is looking for.

Thankfully, the dull cutting edge
tech has been replaced with the
bleeding edge variety.

I knew we were made for each other when she introduced me to her
parents as low-risk high-yield.

Play at the start of the turn before locations are chosen. If you
are a revealed gossip, decrease
morale by 1.

Play at the start of the turn after
locations are chosen. If you are a
revealed gossip, all players at the
water cooler must discard 1 card.

Play at the start of the turn after
locations are revealed. Move one
player from any location to the
cubicle. If you are a revealed
gossip, move all players to their
cubicles. The game cannot end
this turn.

-2
037

-1
038

Last Minute Change

Gemba Walk

We’ve successfully increased mindshare 200% by implanting ads into
the memories of our customers.

Because the term “process walk” felt
too Big Brother, so we invented a
word. Hurrah, Business!

Play after all cards have been
added to the gossip pile at the
water cooler. Look at one card at
random. You may keep this card
in the pile or discard it.

Play this card after locations
have been revealed. If there are
more players at the cubicle than
any other location, gain 1 morale. Otherwise, lose 1 morale

+1
040

+2
041

-1
039

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

GOSSIP

